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Abs t r ac t .  Dynamic loop scheduling algorithms can suffer from over- 
heads due to synchronisation, loss of locality and small iteration counts. 
We observe that timing information from previous executions of the loop 
can be utilised to reduce these overheads. We introduce two new algo- 
rithms for dynamic loop scheduling which implement this type of feed- 
back guidance, and report experimental results on a distributed shared 
memory architecture. Under appropriate circumstances, these algorithms 
are observed to give significant performance gains over existing loop 
scheduling techniques. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Minimising load imbalance is a key activity in producing efficient implementa-  
tions of applications on parallel architectures. Since loops are the most  significant 
source of parallelism in many  applications, the scheduling of loop iterations to 
processors can be an impor tant  factor in determining performance.  Most of the 
existing techniques for dynamic loop scheduling on shared memory  machines 
are variants of, or are derived from, guided self-scheduling (GSS) [6]. These tech- 
niques share some common character is t ics-- they assume no prior knowledge of 
the workload associated with the iterations of the loop, and they all divide the 
loop iterations into a set of chunks, where there are more chunks than  processors. 
The key observations that  motivate the new algorithms presented here are the 
following: 

- Some prior knowledge of the workload associated with the i terations of the 
loop may  be available, particularly if we can assume tha t  the workload has 
not changed too much since the previous execution of the loop. This  is often 
the case in simulation of physical systems where the parallel loop is over a 
spatial  domain and is executed at every time-step. 

- Dividing the loop iterations into more chunks than  processors can hurt per- 
formance, as it may  incur overheads associated with additional synchronisa- 
tion, loss of both  inter- and intra-processor locality, and reduced efficiency 
of loop unrolling or pipelining. 

Our algorithms are designed to utilise knowledge about  the workload derived 
f rom the measured execution t ime of previous occurrences of the loop with the 
aim of reducing the incurred overheads. 
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2 Feedback-Guided Scheduling Algorithms 

2.1 S e l f - s c he du l i ng  Algorithms 

The simplest scheduling algorithm of all is block or static scheduling, which 
divides the number of the loop iterations by the number of processors as equally 
as possible. No at tempt  is made to dynamically balance the load, but  overheads 
are kept to a minimum: no synchronisation is required and the chunk size is as 
large as possible. Of dynamic algorithms, the simplest is self-scheduling [8] in 
which a central queue of iterations is maintained. As soon as a processor finishes 
an iteration, it removes the next available iteration from the queue and executes 
it. Chunk self-scheduling [3] allows each processor to remove a fixed number k of 
iterations from the queue instead of one. This reduces the overheads at the risk 
of poorer load balance. 

Guided self-scheduling (GSS) [6] at tempts to overcome the difficulty of choos- 
ing a chunk size by dynamically varying the chunk size as the execution of 
the loop progresses, starting with large chunks and making them progressively 
smaller. There is also the possibility that  the load may not be well bManced--  
for example if the loop has N iterations and the first Nip iterations contain 
more than 1/pth of the workload. A number of algorithms have been proposed 
which are essentially sfinilar to GSS, and differ m~inly in the manner in which 
the chunk size is decreased as the algorithm progresses. These include adaptive 
guided self-scheduling [1], factoring [2], tapering [4] and trapezoid self-scheduling 
[9]. 

Affinity scheduling [5] uses per-processor work queues in order to reduce 
contention between processors. Each processor initiMly has on its queue the 
iterations it would have been assigned under block scheduling. Another benefit 
of affinity scheduling is that it allows temporal locality of data  across multiple 
executions of the parallel loop to be exploited. Variants of affinity scheduling to 
reduce synchronisation costs have been proposed in [7] and [10]. 

2.2 New Algorithms 

In order to exploit timing information, we require access to a fast, accurate 
hardware clock. Since our objective is to keep the chunk size a large as possible, 
we only permit measurement of the execution time of whole chunks, and not of 
iterations within a chunk. 

The first Mgorithm we describe is a feedback guided version of block schedul- 
ing. We divide the loop iterations into p chunks, not necessarily of equal size, 
where p is the number of processors. On each execution of the parallel loop we 
measure the total execution time for the chunk of iterations assigned to each pro- 
cessor. Dividing this time by the number of iterations on each processor gives 
us a mean load per iteration for that  chunk, and hence a piecewise constant 
approximation to the true workload. We then choose new bounds for each pro- 
cessor to use for the next execution of the loop, based on an equiparti t ion of the 
area under this piecewise constant function. By keeping a running total  of the 
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areas under each constant piece, this can be achieved in O(p) time. This could 
be reduced to O(log2(p)), using parallel prefix operations, but  this would only 
be worthwhile for large values of p. 

The second algorithm is a feedback guided version of affinity scheduling. 
On each execution of the parallel loop we measure the total  execution t ime for 
the chunk of iterations initially assigned to and subsequently executed by each 
processor. We derive a mean load per iteration, and hence a pieeewise constant 
approximation to the true workload in the same way as for the feedback' guided 
block algorithm. Equipartitioning this approximation to the workload gives us 
the initial assignment of iterations for the next execution of the loop. This is 
similar in spirit to the dynamic a]finity algorithm of [7], which initialises each 
processor with the same number of iterations as it executed on the previous 
execution of the loop. 

3 Experimental  Evaluation 

3.1 Te s t  P r o b l e m s  

To test our algorithms we use a workload consisting of a Gaussian distribution 
whose midpoint oscillates sinusoidally, defined at the ith iteration and the t th  
loop execution by 

{ (i-(N/2+Nsin(2~rt/v)/4~ 2} 

where N is the number of iterations, and v is the period of the oscillation. By 
varying r we can control how rapidly the load distribution changes from one 
execution of the loop to the nex t - - a  large value gives a nearly static load, a 
small value gives a rapidly varying one. We execute the parallel loop 1000 times 
with values of the period v varying between 10 and 1000. 

We use three different loop bodies. Loop Body 1 simply causes the processor 
to spin for a time Dw~ where D is a fixed (wall clock) time period: 

for (i=0; i<N; i++){ 
interval = D * load(i); 
spin(interval); 

) 

Loop Body 2 increments the ith element of an array a number of times propor- 
tional to w~: 

for (i=0; i<N; i++)( 

khi = (N/2) * load(i); 
for (k=0; k<khi; k++) a[i]++; 
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For small chunk sizes, more than one processor at a time may be updating the 
same cache line of a, resulting in a significant number of coherency misses in 
a cache coherent system. In Loop Body 3 each iteration updates elements in a 
column of a two-dimensional array using the corresponding element of a second 
array and its four nearest neighbours, where the number of elements updated is 
proportional to w~. 

for (i=l; i<=N; i++){ 

khi = N * load(i); 

for (k=l; k=<khi; k++){ 

a[i] [k] = 0.125 * (4.0 * b[i][k] + b[i+lJ[k] + b[i-lJ[k] 

+ b[i] [k+l] + b[i] [k-l] ); 
} 

} 

On alternate executions of the loop the roles of the two arrays are reversed: 
the elements of a are used to update b. This loop body is designed to test the 
Mgorithms' ability to exploit data  affinity between subsequent executions. We 
can now define the four test problems used: 

P r o b l e m  1 Loop body 1, N = 1000, D = 10 -4 seconds. 
P r o b l e m  2 Loop body 1, N = 1000, D = 10 -3 seconds. 
P r o b l e m  3 Loop body 2, N = 10000. 
P r o b l e m  4 Loop body 3, N = 1000. 

3.2 R e s u l t s  a n d  D i s c u s s i o n  

We ran each of the four test problems on 16 processors of a Silicon Graph- 
ics Origin 2000 system (with 195 MHz R10000 processors), using the follow- 
ing scheduling algorithms: block, feedback guided (FG) block, affinity, feedback 
guided affinity, simple self-scheduling (SS), guided self-scheduling (GSS) and 
trapezoid self-scheduling (TSS), recording the execution time Tp. We also ran 
the block scheduling algorithm on one processor to give a sequential reference 
t ime Ts. The computational cost of feedback guidance is low: each call to the 
hardware clock requires approximately 0.35#s and the computat ion of the new 
parti t ion for 16 processors approximately 45#s. Figures 1 to 4 show the efficiency 
(computed as Ts/pTv) as a function of the period r of the oscillating workload. 

For Problem 1 the workload on each iteration is sufficiently small for the 
overheads of synchronised access to work queues to dominate the efficiency of 
the self-scheduling algorithms. The result of this is that  simple self-scheduling 
(which requires O(N) accesses to the central queue), and affinity scheduling 
(which requires O(plog(g/p2)) accesses to each of the p local queues) perform 
no better  than block scheduling. GSS with O(plog N) accesses and TSS with 4p 
accesses to the central queue respectively, are more efficient. Adding feedback 
guidance to affinity scheduling does nothing to reduce the total  number of queue 
accesses, even though there are fewer accesses to queues of other processors, and 
the additional overhead of timing each chunk of iterations is incurred. FG block 
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scheduling avoids all synchronisation costs, and for sufficiently slowly changing 
workload (~" _> 100) it is the most efficient of the algorithms tested. 

For Problem 2 the workload on each iteration is larger, and synchronisation 
overhead is less important. SS and affinity scheduling successfully balance the 
load, whereas GSS and TSS (with larger chunks) do not. Feedback guidance 
does not improve affinity scheduling, but again for sufficiently slowly changing 
workload (r >_ 200), FG block scheduling shows the best performance. 

For Problem 3, false-sharing induced communication is the most significant 
overhead. Both SS and GSS produce many small chunks, with consecutive chunks 
likely to be executed on different processors. Affinity scheduling also produces 
many small chunks, but there is a higher likelihood of consecutive chunks being 
executed on the same processor. TSS produces only 4p chunks, and thus it per- 
forms well even though it may not successfully balance the load. Apart from the 
fastest moving workload (r = 10), FG affinity scheduling is more efficient than 
affinity scheduling as it further increases the likelihood of consecutive chunks 
being executed on the same processor. FG block scheduling is again poor for 
rapidly evolving workload, as it does not balance the load well, but as r in- 
creases, the advantage of having only p chunks becomes significant. For these 
cases, it is by far the most efficient algorithm. 

For Problem 4, both synchronisation and communication overheads are im- 
portant. None of the central queue algorithms perform well, as they do not ex- 
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ploit da ta  affinity between executions of the parallel loop. For rapidly changing 
workload (T < 20), affinity scheduling is the most  efficient, but as the workload 
becomes more predictable, FG affinity scheduling gives the best performance.  For 
small v, FG block scheduling is very poor, but as 7- increases, its performance 
approaches tha t  of feedback guided affinity scheduling. 

4 Conc lus ions  

We have described two algorithms which make use of feedback information to 
reduce the overheads associated with scheduling a parallel loop in a shared vari- 
able programming model. Our experiments show that  under certain conditions, 
when there is sufficient correlation between the workload on successive execu- 
tions of the parallel loop, these new algorithms will outperform tradi t ional  loop 
self-scheduling methods,  sometimes by a considerable margin.  
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